
Hello:

Prior to this evenings council meeting, discussing the approval or denial of a request for a solar farm at
the end of Reservoir Blvd in Peoria, 1 though you needed context to the comments 1 made to the
Planning and Zoning Commission. That Commission denied the developers request for approval by
the way.

The following are examples, explanations and questions they raise that go beyond just the emotions of
residents involved by your decision:

1. Glare reflection into nine condos directly in the path of the solar panels.

Exhibit #1 is an overview of the area intended for the solar farm, it includes the nine condos
located east of the solar project. Superimposed over it, is the direction of the sun and how high
above the horizon it would be at times of the day. This illustrates the sun at it's furthest east
point, relative to the condos shown.

Now why is this relevant? The condos shown are initially two story dwellings, compared to the
solar panels immediately next to them. Unfortunately the solar farm is built on a sloping hill
away from the condos as illustrated by exhibit #2. By the time you reach the bottom of the solar
farm, that two story condo is now many stories above the solar farm. The kitchen and dining
windows face the solar farm.The outside patio sits right above it.

Again you ask, why is this relevant? The solar farm panels for this project, track the sun from
East to West. The sun is rising right over the condo roofs between 6 am and 10 am. If you
happen to be enjoying a leisurely coffee and paper on your patio at that time, you'll probably
need sunglasses along with your bathrobe. If you're washing dishes at your kitchen sink from
the night before, or sitting at your dining room table enjoying the view, be prepared to be hit
with glare from below.

2. The solar farm developer has glare studies to show it's not a problem. He'll also states that the
panels have an anti reflection coating to preclude glare.

The next exhibits below counter that argument. I've highlighted pertinent information in yellow
within exhibits #3, #4 and #5. They discuss anti reflective coatings, glare studies, proximity of
solar farms to residential dwellings and angle of the sun producing direct reflection problems.

In summary, glare is a problem with or without anti glare coatings under the early morning
times shown previously. Simple tracking of the sun, which the developer says this project will
use, often leads to more glare problems. Studies have shown that solar farms, within six
tenths of a mile of dwellings, have serious issues.

3. Solar farm access to the Ameren substation and the developers statement that Ameren says the
current wiring and mechanical can handle the additional loads.

I live at 3609 N Sandia Drive, in the Lexington Ridge Condominiums complex. Along Sandia
Drive, runs an Ameren underground power main line to the substation at the corner of Sandia
and Palmyra Drive. That is shown in exhibit #6.
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